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SIEEP PRODUCTICN - A SURVEY OF PRESENT CONDITIONS,
HD SOME RECENT FINANCIAL RESULTS WITH WELSH .FLOCKS.

Sheep and Cur_EsaL42:t.o.taa...bu;'al Policy.

At the present time efforts are being made to. direct the attention.- of
Welsh farmers to the need. for production of .an increasing quantity of livestock
and live stock products. They are told, it is true that • the gap in supplies must
be bridged to a considerable' extent by the utilisation and. employment of native
resources, and that hopes of substantial increases in -foreign supplies of feed
ifigstuffs cannot be entertained during the next few years; but the obvious
alternative is to increase the supply of 'good home-grown feeds, primarily by
directing attention to the production of more, and better, grassland products. ,
Meanwhile our supplies of all -- livestock products still fall short of the demand,
and, while this situation exists, Welsh farmers can choose freely the type of
live stock and livestock product on which they will concentrate their . efforts, ••
Several factors, however, will determine their choice; and by all accounts,
labour and feed are the most important of these. With a guaranteed market,
consumer demand will presumably not affect their decision - not at any rate,
in the short-term period, Whether the consumer market is saturated or not, the
farmer still has the security of a State guarantee of .purchase at a minim=
price.

'The Agricultural Ex-pansion Programme envisages a smaller change in the
production of 'mutton and lamb than is the case with any other livestock .
product. This is probably on account of the relatively extensive loss in sheep
during the 194.7 dLsaster. The production of mutton and lamb in the United
Kingdom for the calendar year 1948 was about 51- per cent more than in 194.7,
but still about -!'S per cent. below the figure for 194.6 while it represented. -
about 58 per ccrli; of the -ore-war level of production.

.The Expansion Program-fie °aims at getting a productibn in 1952-3
equivalent to 8,3 pr cent of the pro-war level... This compares with 110 per
'cent in the casc., of beef..a•na veal, .and 92 per - cent in the case of pigmeat.

Of al the meat- products, mutton and lamb shows the widest gap between. ., •
total current consumption and home production. For the U.K. as a whole only
about one-quartc::. of the total consumption of sheep-meat is produced on our
own farms, although they supply about one-half of our total consumption of
beef and ..p.g,meat.'4*

The cor:?arative, trends of • donsumption and production for Australia, a
large pro'duc42ng -country and the. U.K. - a large consuming country, are shown in

which is based on information supplied the bulletin ofthe following table., .11 
the Commonwealh Economic Commj,ttee..**

* Intelligcnbe Bulletin, Vol. I: No, 10, March 194.9. Commonwealth Economic
• Committee* .

Moat. amniary compiled by Commonwealth Economic Committee, 194E3..
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Consumption and Production of Mutton and Lamb.
1237.. =_100.

United Kingdom. Australia,

Con- : Prod- Con- : Prod

Year. sumption.: uction. gumption.: uction.

1938
1939
194.0
1941
1942
1943
19)) 
1945
1946
1947

104.2
106.0
118.1
92.8

▪ 101.5
108.0
96.5

; 93.7
10.0
10202

109.3
123.3
117.6
91.2
8806
81.9
73,6
69./4.
77.0
60.6

100.0
100,0

115.7
117.4
111.3
105.7
99.9

•

98,4
• 98.4

111.3
114.3
127.0
131,8
121.5
89.3
94.6
95.8

* Not available.

During the war years Australia had a relatively high consumption of

mutton and lamb per person, but current indications are that it is falling back

to normal levels. Moreover, she has in recent years attempted to raise her prod-

uction of sheep-moat; and, had it not been for the effect of saver() drought in

19244-5, her production figures for 1946 and 1947 would probably have been con-

siderabay higher than they actually were. The increase relative to consumption

(domestic) would of course have been still more marked, especially as the latter

was showing a natural tendency to decrease. All these considerations mean 
that

her exportable surplus is likely to increase in the near future. To safeguard

home sheep-producers the British consumer may therefore be eventually committe
d

to a growing proportion of sheep-Twat in her total meat consumption; especially

will this be so if econogy in the purchase of 'dollar' beef becomes more

pressing, and if home-produced beef available increases to only moderate levels.

Relative changes in production and consumption in the U.K. and Australia are

shown in the Graph at the end of this report.

The British sheep industry has its own peculiar structure. In England

and Wales at December 1946 just under 40 per cent of the total owes and shearling

ewes, qualified for the Hill Sheep Subsidy, the corresponding ratio for Wales

being 62 per cont. The poor, upland pastures are therefore important breedin
g

grounds for the native sheep population. The reason for this is clear. With the

pressure of a continually increasing cost of manual labour, sheep, as agents of

fertility in an arable system of farming, are falling into disfavour, and this

country is therefore being forced to produce a greater proportion of its sheep-

meat supply from grass. Moreover, the better grassland is being 
utilised increas-

ingly for the production of liquid milk, Sheep farming therefore appears to be

steadily adjusting itself to =et the needs af other stock, and the success of
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farm organisation would seem to depend very much on a balance of stocking
which does not prejudice the chances of obtaining full advantage from the
production of 'premiumodt commodities. On the other hand, lowland pastures can
still accommodate sheep at certain seasons of the year in Wales without prejud-
icing their capacity for other forms of production; and it becomes increasingly
clear that the prosperity of these pastures, and of lowland-pasture sheep in
particular, will determine the prosperity of the hills and their sheep. The
provisions of such mosures as the Hill Farming Act will help little if no
stimulus is given to the production of fat lamb on lowland pastures.

Our agricultural conditions in Britain are still very much governed
by short-term considerations relating to the 'balance of payments'. Efficiency
standards must therefore be compatible with maximum economy in the expenditure
of dollars. It is difficult to visualise a normal and permanent structure for
home agriculture or the prospects to be expected over a long period for our
oifferent lines of agricultural production. Will our sheep industry, for •
instance, be permanently protected, or can we attain a standard of afficiency
.in sheep production which will met any competition from other countries ?

Some Recent Clauos and Trends.

It was necessary during the mar to discourage any increase in lowland
sheep flocks on account of the urgent 'need to devote all the land spec avail-
able to crops for direct human consumption, or to the production of essential
foods like milk. An adjustment towards a greater livestock economy within our
agriculture has xInce been taking place. The recevery of the sheep population
of course sufferca a severe sot-back with the storm early in 1947. What the
probable normal tl'ehd of sheep numbers mould have been from 1946 to the present
day is a matter of conjecture, although it is reasonable to expect that it
would have been mwards. Incidentally, if comparative figures for Wales on
the one hand, Etz2,5. England and Wales as a whole, on the other, are examined for
the years betmen 1938 and 194.8, some interesting differences are evident. These
may be largoy to o a relatively greater preponderance of highland sheep in

Tabe : in Appendix A shows that in Wales flocks maintained relatively' 
high numbers during the war period, and that, in spite of the steep decline
following the 1947 disaster, the Principality appears to have made a somewhat
bolder effort than its neighbour to rebuild its flocks.

Reference has already been made to the disaster that befell our
country in the early part of 1947. The effect of this storm was particularly
obvious on the hills, and especially where livestock normally outminter.
According to the official Agricultural Returns there were 2,028,885 breeding
ewes (including tupped dhcarlings) and 554.,361 female lambs of the 1946 crop on
Welsh farms at December 1946. At December 1947 the corresponding numbers were
1,626,574 and 308,667, representing a decrease of about 20 and )1/1 per cent
respectively. Moreover, there wore about 312,000 fewer ems in lamb or with
lambs at foot in March 1947 than there were in March 1946. Tables 3(a) and 3(b)
in Appendix A show the structure and disposition (by Counties) of 'the sheep
:copulation in Wales in recent years, These tables bring out the extent and.
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character of the changes imposed on Welsh flocks as a result of the 1947
disaster.

With 940,000 lambs on Welsh farms at June 1947, it muld be reason-
able to expect that the lambs born in that year would. be little more than one

and probably about three-quarters of a million less than the normally
expected lamb crop. As about 400,000 ewe lambs would normally be required in
Wales for breeding flock replacement, it is obvious that all the ewe lamb crop
in 1947 would only juz45 meet normal replacement requix,ments, leaving hardly
any surplus for rebuilding.

The nuthber of lambs surplus to requirements of replacements in 1947
-27was probably only alocut•onc-third of the normal supply of 1;41g: - 1 millions

available for disposal, Moreover, this does not represent anything like the
total loss of revenue for flockownerS. The 'national' owe flock itself had.
t,ecn reduced by over 20 per cent, with the probable effect that the number of
'cast or draft ewes for disposal would be about 80,000 less than usual in the
year of disaster; and, although the number available for drafting in future
years may rise fairly steadily, hill flocks in particular will not bring in a
norva income from sales for several years, It is some relief therefore that
the subsidy on breeding owes is to continue and, particularly in some cases,
that payment may be made on December 1946 numbers even in 1949.

.We cannot 'get any from the fact that our highlands, to be in prod-'
uctive usc, need sheep. :here are people, however, who wonder if sheep are
necessary to keep certain, lowland areas In continuous productive use. Any long-
term policy may have to take into consideration the effect on the productivity
of land. if sheep are ::educed. to very insignificant nuribers or possibly dispensed
with altogether.

The i.mportance ,of sheep in the post-war structure of British farming'
is officially and signfficantly recognised in the price revision' of August
1947. The official index of prices of farm 'products in general (including
acreage payments) increased by about 11 per cent between the harvest years
1946-7 and 1947-8; the corresponding increases in the indices for fat shedp
and fat lambs were 31 a,id. 27 per cent respectivcy.

An indication of comparative changes in sheep 'rices and agricultural
prices in general is given in the following table. Alongside the 'official'
quoted indices are ihown relative changes in prices obtained for sheep as on a
hill farm in Wales.

It will be seen that by .1948 fat sheep prices were getting near
parity with agricultural prices in general. Store sheep prices have mLoved up
appreciably, although not commnsurately with those of fat sheep. There has

* Ministry of Agriculture  and. Fisheries. M. I. Series,



: Indices of
: Fat Sheep
: Prices*.

56

: Fat Sheep :
: Index as :
: of General :

: 1927-8 : Price Inde:e.4:
Year J.1222:71Q, = 100

vev.O.,41ftaaa paaaalvsallaas,aaaaiaaalVadasvaavaaa

: Store Sheep

:(Septe4ber to
: Now:arbor on

: Year :(1927-9 = 100)

:Index of•Prices
:Realised on Welsh
:Hill Farm 1929-50

Draft : Store
: Ems. : Lambs.AV. ca. ,v eaaaa.a. 4.--aasavaavairs. vv- • vs.aav,a-savaraaaaam

• ••

1939-40 : 92 . 82,5 : 1939 : : 68 .
1941-42 : -116 70,7 : 1901 : : 87 :
194344 : 125 . 71. 6 : 1943 : : 98 :
i944.-24-5 : 135 : 76, 1 : 1 .944 : : 93 :
I 945-46 : 14-3 : 77.5 : 1945 : : 78 :
194647 : 153 : 76,6 

.
: 1914.6 : :. 90

19/4.7-24.8 : 200 : 88,3 : 1947 : :
Scp.1948 : 211 : 92,4. : 194.8 : : 14.8 :

: 
.•

78
106
119
132
145
147
168
197

63
80
125
121
116
96

190

also been an appreciable risc in the price realised for wool; in the case of
the hill farm from which figures are quoted above, the average price realised
for the 1939 clip was 90, per lb. Compared. with 29,15a, par lb. realised. for
the 1948 clip.

Some changes have, been occurring in Wales in the relative numbers
of shc,p and catide. Up to the outbreak of war in 1939 the ratio of sheep to
cattle had been showing a small increase; the ratio of sheep to store cattle
over 2 years old was increasing somewhat more tharply. But the reduction of
flocks as a wartime measure, and more particularly as a result of the 1947
disaster, with the steady rise in nuMbers of cattle in milk-poducing herds,
has resulted in a marked. decrease in the ratio of sheep to cattle in recent
years. (See Table 2, Appendix A.)

'03sultq of Financial Inverttio.ations

Highland and_Lowland Flocks°

During 1946-7 and 1947-8 information was obtained again, as in
1945-6, on the financial results of sheep enterprises on highland and lowland
farms in Wales. In the case of the highland group of farms the lamb crops
under consideration were those of 1947 and 194a, while in the case of the
lowland group they were those of 1946 and 1947. The year of investigation
for lowland flocks was taken as April ler-Mardh 31st; this =ant that the
financial results af both years, 1946-7 and 1947-8, were considerably
influencea by the adverse weather in the early part of 194.73 The highland
sheep investigation year started on November 1st, so that the influance of

:a • - ,av vskaalmaalvassivasavairaagaavsroavaavarvase,asea,vavavvamiva avaaaavvava ..,....,:aanvaaavaaamaaaavaavav, am.a av.arevvr..-viva ava

Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries Series.
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thc storm was most obvious in the results of the year 19464.

General Considerations.

(a) Hill Shc3c-o Flocks.

For hill sheep farming the disaster of 1947 created a special problem,

or series of probems. Not only was there a - substantial loss on the year's
results, but flocks in many cases were also so depleted that it will take

several years to rebuild the necessary complement of dhcep. Even in normal

years it is difficult to obtain very accurate data of the nature and extent

of losses in glaccp under hill conditions, but conditions in the early part

of 1947 prohibited any accurate measurements of such factors as lambing
ratios and the degree of barrenness in ewes, or their effect on the profit-

ability of the enterprise.

It must be realised at the outset that financial results for hill

sheep flocks in 1947-8 - and subsequent years - must be considered in the

light of conditions existing as a result of the recent disaster, it is prob-

ably true to say that the year 1947-8 on the hills was rather better than
normal, The scale of financial assistance is related, at present, to a larger

size flock than, in most cases, actually exists; there is a scarcity value
attached to the draft ewe which is reflected in its market price; and the need

for capital replacement in breeding flocks is very pressing. These are sonic

of the things to bear in mind when assessing financial results of flocks for
the year 1947-8 and subsequent years.

All tables relating to the hill sheep investigation appear in
Appendix B of this reimrt.

In Table I is shown the comparative statement of income and expend-

iture for all flocks under study, in the respective years. The details arc

shown in terms of per 100 ems for lambing in each year. Before drawing any •

conclusions from these comparative results j,-b is necessary to bear these

points in mind:-

(a) The hill sheep subsidy was, in most cases, paid on DecLiribor
1946 numbers in both years, and the amount per head payable in 1948 was
of course 16s per head.

(b) The calculation of grazing 'cost is based' on an actual
comparative grazing record in each. year, While a more or less fixed grazing
area is kept on the farms investigated, the costs are allocated according
to actual utilisation by stock. In the summer of 1947 the numbers of sheep
were so depicted that much of the land was proby under stocked and under-
grazed; 'this meant that tho. charge for grazing to sheep was probably under-
estimated, and that cattle were taking too largo a share cn that account,

(c) The increase in valuation in 1947-8 represents capital replace-
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ment in sheep for the purpose of restoring the normal size of the flock and
=not therefore be regarded as a realisable asset in the normal sense.

Two of. the 39 flocks investigated in i946-7 aid show a profit
balance. In one case income exceeded. expenses by 2646, and valuation of
sheep stock decreased by £117; in the other case income exceeded expenses
by £553, and. sheep stock valuation showcd a decrease of 45. A number of
factors accounted for the relatively favourable results. with these two
flocks, and among these were -

(a) both were large sized flocks;

(b) losses on ewes were relatively low;

(c) no IT/ether flocks were kept, hence no loss on wcthers was
incurred;

(a) In one case there, were no wintering costs;

(a) sales were maintained at a reasonably high level - one
farm had purchased 160 lambs to sell fat later in the
season.

This investigation was commenced. in 194.5-6 and comparative results
are available for an identical group of 39 flocks over a three-year period.
These arc shoval :In Table 2 of Appendix B. -

It will be noticed that in 1945-6 and in 1927-8 the hill sheep
*subsidy constituted.. a little over one-half Of the profit 'margin, and that,
in 1946-7, reduced the loss to three-Cluarters of what it might otherwise
have been. he cost of wintering sheep in 1924.7-8 was con side rab:1,y less than

yep.:.'s simply becauge there were .so many fewer sheep availablein previous
for sending awe .As has been previously explained, the expenses for 1924.7-8
might justifiably be burdened with heavier grazing land costs.. A similar
Qualification could apply to the •labour cost: the . charge entered. is based
on actual times spent on various operations and duties with the sheep, but
with reduced numbers this time would be lower than normal. ..On hill farms

t.-)0- :Oenaraz7i -a fixed labour complement is carried, which is more appropriately
related to .the normal size of flock. Whether the costs should. .be adjusted
for unutilised. ;Labour and. pasture area is probably a debatable matter, yet
it is necessar:).7 to consider those things in the interpretation of the compar-
ative re su2ts.

It might be more realistic to consider the results over a contin-
uous pe:ciod of three years for the identical group. If this is done, we find
that the total profit for the 39 farms over the three year. period amounts to
£21,516, or about £18/4. per farm per annum; this is ecluivalont to only 6.C29
per 100 ewes 1-)er annum, and, if we exclude the hill sheep subsidy, there
will be a loss of 0-q23 per 100 ewes per annum over the three years. The
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and.

actails of a statement of income/expenditure over the thrae-year perioa arc

approximatcly as shown in the tabla

Statement of Ro sults 1st November 1945 - 31st October 1048
,.errre,,mr.asts.sw-Amoomna,va,as,

39 Idantical Flocks.

Per 100 Bra °dim: Ewes at November 192+5.

°loaning Valuation of Shoop
Purchases of Sheep
Food Costs:
. Hay, Sheep Nuts ate.

Grazing
Rape: _Turnips, etc.
Agistmont

Labour on Sheep
Transport
Other Expanses
Margin - Profit

295
27

10
58

46
90
7
20
90

6.12

Income from Sales of
Income from Sales of
Hill Sheep Subsidy
Closing Valuation of

Sheep
Wool

She op

211
57
156
223

••••

ar7

The profit margin of £90 is the . margin per 100 awes over throe

years: and is therefore equivalent to about C30 per 100 °vacs per annum,

Anal,ysis of Sales.

Thu "prospc:,:ity of hill sheep farming is ganerarlzr identified with

the product of annual autumn sales. This will dapona of course on larbing

results, which determine the number of sheep for disposal and replacomants,

and the surplus male la3Tibs available, with possibly a fow female lambs.. The

comparativc prices realised for different classes of shac,,•p intho three years

of this investigation were as follows:-

•AvoraRe...Pric. r He ad,

Fat Lairibs
Store Lambs
Fat Wethors
Store liiothers
Rams and Ram Lambs
Fat
Draft Ewes

s. a : s. s. a.
4.2. 9 : 48.10 : 62$ 4.
214 4. • 39. 4. : 52. 8
58 9 : 65, '8 : 85. 8
48, 1 52. 1 : 80, 5
67. 5 :11i6. 8 :223. 0*
35.0 : 38, 8 .: 4.5, 0
34.. : 56, 0 : 68. 7

ers

sal

The average price paid for rams in 1947-8 has been influenced by the fact
that some floclo-nastars in an attempt to improve ,their flocks have been
paying high. prices for pedigree rams,
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, The avexage price realised, through and through, for 4.1 .d.hecp was
)nearly 50 per cant higher in 1946-7 than in the previous year. Scarcity of
sheep accounted for this to some considerable extent, but there is no doubt
that with the now schedule of prices announced in August 194.7 samo improve-
mcnt muld have been expected in prices of sheep from the hills - quite _
apart•from the influence of scarcity. An increase of 10 per cent, with a
normal volume of. shcep.exposed for sale, could have resulted in a realisation
from sales of sheep of ,e27,000 on the '39 flecks under investigation in
1946-7; as it was, such sales realised only £13,700, Even if a moacrate
increase in costs wore allowed, these flocks could.-reaonably have been
expected 'to realise a. profit of something like £18,000 with normal conditions,
and not the loss of :31,000 which was actually incurred. Thus a figure like
450,000-mbre nearly represents the real loss sustained by these 39 farms on
sheep in the year 1924.67 as a result of the 1947 disaster: it would be equiv-
alent to a loss of about 30s, per 'breeding ewe.

There was a. substantial increase in the numbers of practically all
classes of sheep in 1947-8 as compared with 192/.6-7. But probably one of the
most remarkable changes was that in the price realised for the sheep. Sales
of draft ewes in 1947-8 were no doubt lower in relation to sales of lambs
than might normal y be expected. This was partly due to a slight tendency to
raise the drafting-aut age, and partly to a somewhat higher lambing ratio.
The next table shows how receipts from sales of sheep were distributed in
each of the .three years.

Distribution of RCceipts from Sale of Sheep.

Pat Ems
Dret Ewes
Fat Wethers
Store Wethers
Fat Lambs
5torc Lambs
7iams dc, Ram Lambs

: 1946-7.

: 48 Flocks: 3.2_Flocks:

01 A
0.4. : 0,8 :

: 39
3388,1 10

10,9 1262
15.8 17.0

: 22.8 : 16,8 :
2,2 3t4-•

4.9 Flocks

cil

0.1
32.9
909

.7.8....
12,3
32.0
5,0

. • .

Total 100.0 : 100.0 100.0

Where farms had facilities for fattening of Iambs this factor
contributed substantially to the relatively favourable financial returns.
Such lambs were generally fattened on rape, and realised prices of about £1
per head More than store lambs sold off the same farms. In typical cases in
the 194.7-8 investigation sample thc cost of rape averaged about is.3d. per
sheep week; and not only did the sheep put on weight, but they also caused
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considerable improvement to the land, Even if a lamb puts on only 2 lb.
might in a weak on this crop, the expense will have been worthwhile,
SOML farms produced rape and mixed rape/turnips at a net cost 'of below
A. an acre. If A. can be accepted as an average cost, and if the amount
of keep on an acre is equivalent to 120 sheep weeks - only a moderate
asscssment - the resulting cost of .8a, par sheep week can he rcgardc.71 as
reasonable. On a very conservative estimate, therefore, an expenditure of

per acre on such a crop should bring in a return, in increased live
weight in sheep equivalent to the value of £12 to £15 per acre. It seems
therefore, that where conditions arc suitable more hill farms might
supplement their income by adopting this vstem of fattening some of their
lambs; it has considerable advantages, both because it increases the
income-earning capacity of the sheep flocks and because it improves the
land. - an improvement which in turn increases stock-carrying capacity. .

In the sample cf flocks investigated in 1945-6 an average of 35
sheep - of all classes - were sold. far nvcry 100 ewes in the flocks; the
relative figure for 1946-7 was on2Z7' 13 thile for 1947-8 it was 4.11.

Lambing Results.

The expected lamb crop for 1947 was considerably reduced by
losses in ewes prior to lambing as wall as by deaths in lambs after birth:
Of the total number of lambs estimated to have been horn alive in the 39
flocks, a little eve:: one-half were subsequently lost. Near-y half of the
remainder wore kept for ewe flock replacement; about oneiafifth were retained
as wethers; and just under one-thira were sold as store lambs. For every 100
cries prepared for lambing during the autumn of 194.6 only L.1 lambs were
accounted. for in the first count; the affective lambing ratio was eventually
reduced to just ever 20 par cent. The comparable affective ratio for the 48
flocks in the 1945-6 enquiry was 68 per cent, and, for the 49 flecks in the
1947-8 enquiry, 76-77 per cent.

comarablz; results for an identical group of 39 flocks it the
three years were as follows:-

Per 100 Ewes for Lan3?InE:-
No. of lambs at first count
Losses in lambs after first count
Net no. of lambs for disposal

c.).A  1 19j8

71 24:1
:L. : 22
: 67 : 1

No. of lambs used for am flock replacement :
- per 100 ewes at end of year 32 16 36
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Flocks suffered varying degrees of lossep . in 1947. In some cases
lath.") Crops of nearly 100 .per cent were recorded. On the other hand, the
worst case encountered in this investigation was one where On1,37. 3 lanibs
were obtained, for each 100 ewes prepared for lambing i the autumn of 194.6;
in this particulax.:. instance . the ewe flock #se:If had. been rbauced from 1700
to about 100 .b.c.4' Or: e lambing c omen° cd..

The comparative disposal of the lamb crop in the three years, for
the full sample in each case, is shown in the next table.

Disposal of Lamb Oro arnrcentages

Including Deaths and Excluding -Deaths and•Losses. Losses.  
I.

11-6 24.6

:
Kept. for Ewe. Viock Roplabement:. 4.6t4.

• •:" Viicther " • , • . " : 15,9
it it; Ram . it ." 5.

.7.4.Sold as Fat -Lambs -
Sold, or on hand- for Sale

as • Store Lambs
Losses during the year

23.5

•:

A
23.0 t

:9,8 :
: 165

7.0

14.7-8

:
4.6,2 : 4.9.0
11.1 16
2,2 .1,6
7.9 : 7.8

8G6 27.5 .8
0.1 - • .1 •

I 9/4.5-6 : 
:
:

i 46.1 : 11.8*
• 19,7 11.7

3, : 20 3
14.0 : 8.3

176 2 : 29.0

100.0 : : iQ0.0 : 100.0 10= 100.0
, . •

Some - Other Results,.
, „

Deaths in ems during 194.7-8 appeared to he. lower than normal at
.3.4. pqr cent, this flzurc compares favourably with about 8-par cdnt, for the
flo.cks surveyecl. in. 1945-6. In 1924.6-.7 tho awe. flocks wore practically halved
on the sample _surveyed. It. will have- been observed already tha:t a larger

'proportion of the lamb. crop. of 194.8 was -retained for. f1ock..ral4ac'ement. than
appeared to be the 'case in 1946. This fact, together with the reduced loss
throu'gh. deaths in ewes,- gives some indication of .the extent tO which the gap
in the ',flocks is being filled up. If the figures for the 39 identical flocks
(in thr three -years) are examined, some further indication will be given- of
the effori; td.reconStitute the flock numbers. The comparative figures are :

Autumn 194.6 .
- " 194.7

n• 1948

Number of Breeding Ewes
and Yearling Ewes on 39

Flocks. ,

32,961
18;181
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At this rate of restoring these flocks should be back to 1946

numbers by 1951, In the meantime, of course, there will be less than normal

nurfibors aE sheep for sale, ara consovalt17 less than the nornally expected

income from sale of sheep, unless the increased prices of draft ems and

store lambs will more than offset the deficiency in number, With a steady

increase in the suppJzi* of sheep for sale after 1951 store sheep prices

might stabilise, or even fall slightly from the high level of 1948, Should

that happen it mightprove an unwise policy to have reduced the rate af

hill sheep subsidy at this juncture,

There was no apparent indication of a general attempt to increase

wether flocks on the farms investigated.
 The proportion of income derived

from their sale was more than norma
l among flocks stuaiod in 194.6-7, and

there is no doubt that several flockow
ners could ill affora not to sell

yea..L, or to retain them merely to keep pastures grazed.them during that

Fbr the iaentical group of 39 farms the numbers of wethers had dropped by
the auturn of 194.7 to 5per

 cent of the pr.evious year's level; in the

autumn of 1948, however, there
 was a slight increase, and numbers had

risen to 57 per cent of the 1946 level.* It
 will have been observed that a

smaller proportion of the 
to7d'al lamb crop of 190 on the 49 flocks was

retained for the wether floa: 
than was the-case in 1946.

S.1211122121La2ligiaLELIL2REj-0us sized Flocks.

Comparisons on a size-grouping basis 11..avo lost some of their value,

with so many flocks 
substantia.14 depleted 'through abnormal causes, Class

ification on the 
-

Owe population basis p19.(ces eame flocks in

groups where they vould 
not normally belong. Tables 3a and 3h (Appendix E)

have, however, bezi 
constructed .on this basis, which. =ans-that twelve

flocks, whidhwere in 
the 1945-6 and 194.6-7 ample s, have been placed in a

different size Eou? for 194-7-8 when the numbers of ewes for broedinc,

changed substantia13.S.

The var:14.5ion in some of the
 items shown in the table for '1947-8

(Table 3b) rrobab needs some explanation, The wintering costs for Group:y

3 are low because O of the farms included incurred no expense on thistIV 

item; in five of the 
remaining six cases relatively few sheep were

wintered away. Che 
relativ4y low figure of subsidy receipts per 100 e-m-r.1

shown for Group 4 is due to 
the fact that two large flocks in this group

have almost restore 
their flocks to their 1946 nuMbers and the average

subsidy per 100 evre (autumn 1947) therefore approximates to the per ewe

rate applicable to 
the year 19/4.8, In most other cases, however, the

receipts from subofa'y would 
be related to 1946 owe numbers and not to the

much lowur numbers which 
were actually on the farms in 1947-8 and on which

the table is basecl.

In view of the difficulty of gettinrr accurate measurements of

losses in heelp, one cannot very easily draw any conclusions as to theEl 
most important factors accounting 

for them. A comparison of the recorded

losses a'n the three years on the farms Investiga
ted is shown in the_ 
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Losscs1.0 ..wes•

Ewe s
Wethers & :
Rams : 2.1:.20,5: 1,5 . 4.5 . 24..9: 064 : 3.1 : 11.5: 0.9 : 1.9 : 10.1: 0.6

Lambs : 1.6: 1 9. 3: 5 • 2.8 : 1 80 5: 2.  6 : 3.24- : ..:I...€Li:_._221..L..2,_2_2_j1 6. 0: 5. 3 .
Total .All . •. : . .

9.1 :12.3 : 79.2: 7.8....pii,s2.........._i_2.1.0 0. SLat.....l:.32.)_4:1112.2.......61!•/.' 7 •

: Size Group  1.
. •

:
Size Group 2.  : Size Group 3. Size Group_ 4-e

400 EINCS Or  Less: 401-550 Elivo. ;551-85_0 Ewes. : Over 850 Ewes,

I 94.5-: : 194.7- : 1 194.6- 1947- : 94.5- : 194.6- :1 921.7;- :I 94.5- : 194.6-. 1 947-
:  :  4.6: /4.7 4.8 : 4.7: 4.8 4.6: 24.7 : /4.8

• • * • • •• • . • . . • . .
50'7: 3.3 

: 8.0 :41.7 3.5 : 9,0 : 58.5: 5.9 : 7.5 : 53.1: 1.

It- will be noticed that .losses in the older classes of sheep were substantially
less in 191.1.7-8 than in the normal year 194.5-6; loses in lambs were somewhat
higher.

RC6uits for I 9/1.7-8 showed a similar tendency to those of 1945-6 in
regard. to the ....,ciationahip of flock size and lambing ratios; factors other
than flock size so..dominated the situa.tion in 1,94.6-7 that normal relationships
hardly existed.. Thci comparative data..wore:-

"rein7js at first count lacr 100 Ewes for lambincr

Year.. :

47 7

1.

80

• 85

Size GK21.12.
•• •
• 2.  :  3. 4.

: 80 74- 67
: 51 : 62 : 37
: 82 :- 78 : •78

•
•

0.-.1 the. whole, Group 2 flocks showed the best .results in 194.78. To
some ay:to: this T-vas associated with. a relatively good averato lamb yield andEgli 
relative "low losses in sheep. The group of largest flocks showed the highest
realisation from sales per 100 .ewes, although it only very slight-4 exceeded
that of jroup 2. It was the • latter group also that shoWo0,.the highest realis-
ation om sales per 100 ewes in 1946-7: and the lowe.st rdlativo losses in sheep
mr2bc,=:.'s• It appears that the group of srzall..ot flocks has made the 'best effort
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to rebuild ewe flock numbers. The relative increases in numbers of breeding

ewe s between autumn 194 and autumn 194.8 were: -

Group I
" 2

,3
4.

1!

I!

/06

This tendency might of course be expected to correlate with the lambing

ratio.

Size of flock might: under some circumstances> affect economy of

labour; but there appear to be cases of large flocks for which there as a

'surplus of labour carried on the farms, The one important need in many

farms is to adjust size of flock to the optimum for the labour available.

Some seasonal operations. with sheep show little variation in hours per 100

ewes. with varying sizes of flocks; the average time required par ewe .is

more or. less fixed, Some flocks also have an appreciably-sizea accompanying

=tiler flock,. and to base the siz.c grouping on the number of ewes only win,

in such cases, .mean that the labour time shown- as spent per' 100 ewes will

appear to he rather. high,

•The average labour-hours spent Der 100 owes for the. various groups

of flocim in 194.5-6 and 1.947-8 were as ',shown in the next table:-

' Task or
0 oration.

Shepherding
Docking & Harkin
Dipping
Shearing (Inc.

Washin

'Total of above

Hours er 100 Ewes.

1.
: 400 Ewes or :

Less. : 401- 0 Ewes: 1-8

Size Group.
2. 43.

:194 6:19EL§:

24.6 331 :
28 : 4.3:
10 : 10

9/4 6 :1214:7-8:

0 Ewes: Over 850 Ewes
: •

----1510.:Li2P-8:1945-6:1947-8

•
230 : 207 :
39 29 :
11 :

214. : 231 : 14.5 : 206
36 : 22 : 33 : •27
15 : 13 : 15 : 14.

 :  jç

2-1 2

While it is obvious that size of flock does affect the labour

requirement pr sheepp it will be clear from the above table that the

existence of other influencing factors will prevent any accurate measure-

raLn-b of the influence of the size factor, any planning of labour complement

and task requirements must of course consider the relationship of the shee-o

and 'cattle enterprises on individual farms,
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(b) Lowland. r ss-fed Shoe-

General considerations.

The survey of the costs of fat-lamb production commenced in 194.5-6
on lowland dairy farms in Wales and. was continued. in 1946-7 and I 924.7-8. The
sample was charzed somowhat in the two latter years; but the new farms

differed. little in organisation from those in the original sample and they

wore in the same localities. The original survey in I 945-6 'was concerned

with the 1945 lamb crop; the 1924.6-7 and 19/4.7-8 investigations were concerned
with the 1946 and 19/.:.7 lamb crop respectively. The incidence of the adverse

weather of early 1947 will therefore be dj-rect3zr evident in the results of

both years, although the extent of the disaster on these farms did. not reach

the dimensions experienced, on the highland sheep 'farms,

This particular investigation covers the petio.a., 1st April to 31 st
March in each year. .The losses incurred with the breeding flock will thexe-

fore have -affected the results of the year 1946-7 more ..than those of 194.7-8;

while the losses incurred. with the lambs will have. more markedly affected

the results. of tic year 194.7-8.

The average size of ewe flocks on these farms was 52 in 19/4.6 and

194.7. A number of lambs arc usually bought in: particularly when there is a
surplus of grass after d.a.y cows; and. prices are favourable. In the case of

the flock sample of 194.6-7 between 16 and. 17 additional lambs were bought
in for every 100 lambs born on the farms) and. in 194.7-8 between 25 and. 260
The distribution .of flocks according to the size of owe flock for lambing

in each year was:-

Nuther of Flocks*

Ewes for
lainbinp;. 1946-47. : 1947-48.

10 11
14. 13

ror 0 6 • 6

Total

The comparative figures of lambing ratios and. losses in sheep

for the whole sample in the two years were as follows:

194.67. 

No, of Iambs born per 100 arms for lanting 135 124.
Losses (Nos.) in latibs. do. 16 31
Lassos (Nos.) in ewes do. 15 11
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•

.App6nd.ix 0 Of this report dontains tables related to the investi-
gation oil lowland. sheep flock costs. A suranary of the financial results for
34. flocks investigated. in 1946-7 and. 31 flocks investigated in 194.7-8 is
showri in Table I of this Appendix. The results =:_e expressed as per 100
ewes for larabing in the respective years.. The actual profit per farm was
.estimated. at just under £100 in 194.6-7 and. about £132 pc i farm in 194.7-8,

. Higher . prices introduced in :the autumn of 94..7 -contributed.•sub-..
stantially towards the re1ative1y. favourable results for •flocks in 1947-8.
Although fewer lambs were -Sold. in -194.7 than would..Orrnally be ava.iiabld for
sale • on these farms, prices per head. averaged 14s.- more than in the previous
year. Comparative prices for ewes. in the three years. realised. by farms in
this investig-a-it-iion, wore:

Year.

1911.5-o :
1946-7
1947-8 :

Average Pur-
chase. Price
of Eves
Bought.

S. a
55. 8
58. 1
78. 0

krerage Sale
:-ice of

:(1w es
Sold.

Ewes sold. would consist df aged awes boing'E,,radea fat: and. also of
an appreciable numbe.f of younger Owes sold. for further breeding.

Individua: farm policy in regard to sheep is somewliat flexible
as far as the groups studied in this investigation are concerned* The number

the condition and. supp3zr of pasture; byof sheep kept may be d.etermined by

the relative -orices of fat lamb and. 4.1.k; by the rate of losses through
disease in tho nothbourhood.; and by conditions of labour supply. Despite
this possible .7.13.c.- 1biaity it may be of interest to cora-Qaro results on an
identical group of farms- for. -th.e-, three years 1945-6, 194-6-7 and 1947-8.
Those comparative rdsults arc shown in Table 2 of Appendix C.

Comparing t4e- two latter ypars with 1945-6 it will be seen that
the total"-±heome Plus valuation change clopped in 194.6-7 to loss than 96
per cant. andin 194.7.-8rosa tonearJ.y 110 per cent: of the • first year's
level; while-corresponcling total expenses rose to levels of 114 and 134. per
cent respectively.

The relative losses of sheep numbers in the three years on these
same twenty flecks VTOre
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194.5-6. j9/4.12:11.

Per cent Deaths in Ewes 6,2 11,1 8.0
Per cent Deaths in Lambs 10,3 9.5 17.5

Apart from heavier losses, (after being born) fewer lambs were born
per 100 ewes in this sample in 194.7-8 than was the case in the -previous two
years. For every hundred ewes for lambing, 125 lambs were born in 1945, 130 in
194.6, and 116 in 19/4.7. On the eleven other flocks from which data We C
obtained in 1947-8, lambing results were somewhat better; the average ratio
foi the whole 31 flocks was 124. lambs par 100 owes.

Although the primary object of the sheep enterprise on the farms in
this investigation was to produce fat lambs off grass, traaing in ewes has
in a number of cases contributed quite substantially to the ultimate profit-
ability of the cnterpriso. This fact has resulted in a lowering of the cost
of lamb production (which normally includes depreciation on the ewe flock).'
Profit on trading of ewe s has meant that several of the flocks apparently •
incurred. no depreciation cost.

In order to convoy the naturu of flock replacement on the farms .
investigated the following table is constructed to show average numbers for
flocks in the 19/4.6-7 and 190-8 sample of farms, in terms of per 100 ewes for
lambing in each year.

:
: 194.6-7. : 1947-8.
.---- In- : Out- : In- : Out-
:ping. __.!..... : 

No. of Ewes Purchased : 35 : - : 36
No. of Ewe Lambs 'brought :
in to Breeding nook , : 12 . - •.

aradostmarisme...on ....eimamm

14. : .0

Total

No. of Ewes Sold
Deaths & Losses in Ewes

: 47 : ..• : 50 : -
: 

1 •
s :

: 1... 
: 40 : ... •. 324.

••• 
: .....,.....215.....‘ .

xibraml • 

MN 
t
• 

11 

Total - ..______55_,..1. - : . 45

Although only. 34. ewes werc'. sold for every 100 lambing in 194.7-8,
they brought in a slightly higher incomc than aid the 40 sold per 100 ewes
for lambing in the previous year.

Analjsis of Costs_:,...29. :be

If we can regard the trading in ewes as secondary and. incidental, it
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is justifiable to include it as part of the main process of fat lamb prod.-

uction: and therefore to adjust. the latterts.cost to any profits or ,loss

incurred by it. This yroced.ure has been adopted. for the preparation of

Tables 3 and. 1 in Appendix C.

It appears from these tables that the identical group .(of 20

flocks) is 'fairly representative of the total sample in each year. The cost

per lamb shown for I 946-7 would. be lower had it not 'been that the ewe flock

sustained severe losses during the early part of 1947. It may be argued .

that this loss should have been borne by the product of the 1947 season's
lanib crop. The fact that it wa6 necessary to• commence this investigation

on April 1st each year made it impossible: unfortunately, to .avoid this

problem, which should be borne in m...ind . when costs for the .two years are

compared.

Depletion of flocks early in 194.7 involved. flockowners in the
purchase of more larnbe for fattening the following miner than would

normally be the case. Despite the fact that lambs bought in 194.7 cost

624.s.ld. per head, or 24,id. par lb. deadweight - compared with 56s./4.d.. and 21d.,

respectively in 194.6 - the ultimate cost per lamb for these flocks in 194.7-8

was slightly loss than in the previous year. To some extent this was due to

a smaller death rate in am sl and also to an appreciable rise in value of

ewes drafted out: which resulted. in a slight appreciation on the breeding

flocks; those factors rust have outweighed. the effect of a relatively heavy

loss in lambs in 1947-8.

The abnormal conditions of 1947 make it difficult to measure the
capacity of organisation in the production of fat lamb during the years

194.6-7 and 194.7-8 of this investigation: particularly as the effects of the

disaster varied so much in intonsity from farm to farm. The influence of

normal factors was discounted to a. greater or lesser extent by that of the

storm.

It is possible for a flock to show a very high margin between

cost and price per pound. of moat produced: and yet show a low total output

per unit of resources used. In general: however: econorry in the usc of

resources will reduce the cost of each pound produced without realcing the

value of the ultimate product at least not commensurately; in other words:

one expects low costs to go with high margins. Occasionally: of cotTse, high

costs result in a better product with a higher output value per unit. For

instance: in fat lamb production ,a policy of- deliberate high-cost feeding:

resulting in a groat" output of weight per lamb, might well have the effect

of reducing 011.2...11CLIfeigh*_be

One complication which-arises in cost and price comparisons is that

found where sales include a substantial number of lambs for brooding in

other flocks. If such lambs have a pedigree value attached. to them they will

show an output value in tars of thelrlxight considerably in excess of that

normally applying to graded fat lambs. The eventual margin between cost and
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price per lb1 in such cases will be largely influenced by these. market
opportunities, rather, perhaps, than by efficiency in the production of
fat lambs as such.

The margin is of course considerably influenced by the average
weight of lambs, as the following table will show:

Deviation of Cost from Nominal Pric ao....
•

deLadweighil.

Number of Oases.
• • wian.....11i

Margin

: Average deadweight for
: lambs solddlial

between cost and 1946-7 : 194.7-8
and nominal .price : Nominal : Nominal :

__per lb. aRag.w.p.siz,Lt.....: Price = 21a: Price = 26c1.:
a,

20 - 24
i 5 - 14,

. 1O -1i
5 - 9.2. •
0 -

-5 c )2;
Loss exceedins d.:

per 'lb.

Total
•
•

Average margin
d. Der

i 94.6-7 1947-8

43147.
434
421'
35

441- ^
40i
40
35
33

There was considorabl,y More variation in 1947-8 than in 1946-7 in
the margin between cost and price on the farms investigated. Iliac in 1946-7
this margin for noaray half the sample fell within a range of from 5a. to

per lb, in 1947-8 there were eight cases in each of the ranges 15a, to
10d. to 14.4c1.• and 5d. to 9?;(11 The average margin, it will be noticed.,

rose by 10d.; whf-le the average nominal price (approximating to the average . .
price realised yer lb for the lambs sold in each respective year) rose by 5d.
Even if the -prLoo of fat Iamb had remained the same in i94.7.-8 as it was in
1946-7, the average margin realised on these flocks would still have . shown
'an 'improvement, from the first to the .second year; the main reasons for this

• were iprofit on cwo trading, 1;iihich was reducing the cost per lamb, and con-
sideralAzr reEucea losses with *brooding owes, in the later year. There was
Only one case :in the sample of flocks in 194.7-8 where the cost par pound. was
.higher than the nominal grading price; the flock conceited was very small,
Encl.. the lambs had. been gra,ded early in the season before the pri.co announce- •
mit in August 1947: .the lambs woni also man, averaging only 34 lb.. dead.- .
v)-cizh.b per head,
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ArILITsis 9f Sales.

The bulk of the lamb crop on the farms in this investigation is
disposed of as fat lambs. The numbers offered in the store market are

generally small and so are the numbers retained for flock replacement. The
comparative disposal analysis for the three years of this investigation is
shown below:-

Liolas2L2L122pbs (excl. Losses).

1411:-.LL164

-4 / 
c
Qs

Sold as Fat Lambs 79.9 : 78,9 69,3
It " Store Lambs : 6.9 : 3.7 : 10.1
" fol; Further Brooding : 0.9 : 2.*1 : 2.4
Kept for Fleck Replacement : 4.4 : 8.6 : 10.2
On Hand Unsold . 6.7 8.0

: 100.0 : 100.0 : 100.0

With the substantial increase on fat lambs in August 1947 it is
not surprising to find that the increase in price realised for graded fat
lambs between 1946-7 and 1947-8 was greater than in the case of store lambs
over the corresponding period. Graded fat lambs realised I7s. per head
more: and. store lambs about 14.s. per head more, in 1947 than in 1946. But

it would also be :1'oasonable to expect that store lambs offered in 1947 were
not quite up to the standard of those available in 1946: because of the set-
backs suffered by tham early in 1947. A comparative an4ysis of sales of
sheep on flocks investigated in the three years is shown in the following
table:-

i 924.5 * . i91.6- :  1947-8.
: : ce : : . /0 otlf : : --17377--

: :Average: Total : :Average: Total:Average: Total :
Class : No. : Value : Sales : NO, : Ualue : Sales : No. : Value : Sales

.....ELL2122. Sold.:1Dcy hd.: Value.: Sold.:per h0.112421.1cal_p_22.4112,2F ha.: Value.
. so d. : : : so d. : : : 0, a. :

Ewes .. 528 : 60. 0 : 18.8 : 702 : 63. i : 20.9 : 548 : 84, 0 : 22,5
Rams : 18 : 87.11 : 0.9 : 27 : 97. 9 : 1,3 : 22 : 96. 9 : 1.0

1798 : 68. 6 : 73.2 : 2090 : 74. 9 : 73.8 : 1520 : 92. i : 68.4.
127 : 67. 0 . 5.1 : 4.8 : 61. 3 : 1.4 : 11,3 : 75. 0 : 4,2

: 23 : 98. 7 : 1,4 : 56 : 72.10 : 0.7; 53 : 81, 9 : 2.1

: * 27 . 5. 7 : 0.6 : 51 . 27.11, : 11.1.1_122.L3IL...8 : 1.8
: 2521 : 66. 8 100.0 : 2974._: 71, 2 • 100.10_1_2265_l_86L_6I_Ip0.0

No. of Flocks:

Lambs -
" -Store:

Lambs
Brooding
Lambs in
Couilles
Total
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This investigation into costs of lowland. sheep flocks was carried.
out on :Canis whore the principal cash conyabdity .produced. is. milk. Sheep form
a ...:•secondaiyi. ,but of ten a. very _useftil. complethentary 'enterprise- on _them. In

• some :respects the ,flock -,constituted. merely part Of a plan -for; pasture
- mariagaraent and. utilisation, although with adeqUato safeguards it can, and,

.. doe s provide. a substantial ..supplementary. - income to .the6o dairy farms. With
• the recent changes in .the agricultural price stru.cture it may. be quite reason-
able to ask whether, in some circumstances, tiv.) total output from resources
availabic on the farm might not. -increase with -a grcatei• emphasis on the sheep
-enterprise.

In the table that follows an attempt is made to show the value of
the Gross Output from sheep on the• farms in the investd.gation, in terms of
labour, feed and. capital investment Costs, • -

- • •

Value of Gross Output.ipee Note belowl:‹
• ..,

: Total Sam : Identical s _a/1_121p,
•

92+5-6 946-7 : I 94.7-8 : I 91+5-6 :
: 34 : 31 : 20 :
• flocks.: :

Per 8100 Labour Cost
Per IMO Food and
GrazingCost •

Per 2100 Capital Invested:
in ShO o p**

•
•

•

194.6-7 194.7-8
20 : 20

0+6 :

315 :

86 :

589

270

79 :

•

574

352 :

77 :

r.

692

34.1

91

: ee.
6014. : 610

254.

76 :

336

73

A typical farmer in Wales, faced with the problem of finding
adequate and. suitable labour, might well consider maintaining a small
efficient dairy herd together with a reasonably-sized. sheep flock, rather
than a larger dairy herd of poorer quality and less efficiently managed.
Under some conditions sheep prove better partners with dairy cows in the
organisation of pasture utilisation than do beef cattle.

The Director of the Dominion Experimental Farm Service in Canada
recently reviewed the place of sheep in the Canadian agricultural econontr.
While that great Dominion offers more scope for large flock organisation and
therefore, possibly, greater efficiency in the use of some of the resources

* Gross Output = Sales (Sheep + Wool) + Closing Valuation less Opening
Valuation and purchases of sheep.

=If* Capital invested in Sheep .= Opening Valuation of Breeding Stock + Purchases
of Breeding Stock and. Lambs.
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needed: some of his remarks are orth of our consicleration here in this
country. He said. that "from a national point of view the importance of an
industry should be assessed not only by its size, but by the products it
manufactures, and the use it makes of the natural resources of the country.
The particular industry is of even greater value if it u,tiliscs these
resources without entering into competition with other similar industries."

. "Sheep in many vivs fulfil those requirements, Because of their
economical way of utilising all kinds ,of grasses from the most inaccessible,

and sometimes poorest and unused land, the minimum requirement of winter-
stored roughages and. grains, and minimum labour revireraonts per unit of
lamb and wool, sheep have definite advantages over other classes of meat
animals. Furthermore the function of sheep as soil improvers is not always
appreciat ad. "

"The sheep industry... ..with its research..**.agencies has the
means of solving most of. its problems, the most important being perhaps a
reorganisation in the field on a sounder economic basis so as to prodme

efficiently and econanical3y meat and wool of choice quality."*

* The place for Sheep in Canada. Archibald. Agriculture Institute Reviews,
Ottawa., March 194&
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APPENDIX A.,

Table 1.

Comparative Changes in Sheep Population. Eno.land & Wales
& Wales. 1,938-9 100. each_qyarter •

111. -fp 
-.ih..I..irsamn....a...ei.nmsew...er.....NmdM.....I..M...au.,o111R.Ir- Wks ̂.11.11a

• • (a illtraand and Wales.
....sdrarsic.,71is 111,46.,......1L .,...,..... ....................,. , .................. .....................,..........,.......,

0. Wales.
. : Total- : Total : : Total : Total
:

: Ewes for:. over 1 : under 1 : F.,vves for; over I : undex-. I
:Brcedinz. agar olj....tii.9ar old. iBreedimtlyear old. :_yea?..i.7 o"..i.d.,,

411.......................i...1-...,m,re... . .

I 9.: E.3.:22, : :

June , : 100 100 : 100 : '100 i :. 100 : 100
September* : 100 : , 100 : 100 : 100 .: . 100 : 100
December : 100 : 100 : 100 : 100 :• 100 : 100

: Sheep : Sheep : . : Sheep ; Shep

Juno : 79 : 81
Septumber : 90 : 83
December : 73 : 75 • :

194.5.
Juno : 69 : 73 :
September : 84 : 75 .
December : 70 : 72 .

. :
1%6 ....z..„—• : : :
June : 70 . i 74- :
September : 84. : • 76 :
December : 68 ' : 70 :

jvale
September
December.

194.8.
June
September'.
December

79 : 85
90 : 101
89 : 86

67
86 :
86 :

: 89 : 85
: 92 : 1c4.
: • 85 : 96

83 : 90 .: 82
104 : 94. : 115
89 . 88 : 103

68 : 84. : 9951 2:: 18183
85 : 105 :
77 : 88 : 88 : 98

. 58 : 6,3 : 4-9 : 60

. 71 : 66 : 04. : 81

. 59 : ' GO : ro .)t-) : 70

•. 62 :
6.7}.
61

69 50
73
0 62

59 69 71 71
76 : • 88 103
71 o a 71 89

* Note: The base period for September quarterly figures is Soptumber 19.1:.00
•
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Table 2)

2.121n...E.9 in Relativc_popylation s of Shc...ml: Cattle
OM. • • •••••• IP VC

in Wales.

410. • a.. ..........r-admorpm.ft

• Total Shea) _p_er 100 of
•••••. ••• .....•••••••••,••••••1111. ••• virsabs.

Store Cattle
Total over 2 years

Period.. Cattle. old..

1870-79
1880-89
1890-99
1900-09
1910-19
1920-29

460 . .2,357
390 : 2, 1 i 9
/440 : 2,809

: 4.60 : 3,824.
460 :
470 : 4.,34.2

•••.:1219..j" IL•••••••••1
1•1•10.••••••••••2?0

80 2 14.

Table 3(a).

Structure of Shoe Po.pulat ion in Wales.
(Lased. on De comber fiEpxesj_.

ger.. P

•

•••••••••••M.....D..••••••.••••••••tmmb...‘..........••.•••••
.•••••••••••••••••mamM110.111•.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••mlr •-.b..mt...••••Ne.•••••••••••••••••••

:

•

• 
G 7

• A • / 011 • A : ;(1,
Ewes for Br c cding : 50.9 : 50.7 : 51.0 : 55.4 : 54..1

Shaarling Ewe s : '14../4. : 14.5 : M.. 6 : 14.9 : s 10.8

nam3 kept for Servioe : 1.6 : . 1.6. : 1.6 : 1.8 : 1.6

other She op over 1 yr. old. :-.....521.- :........5.1.......L._5. 6 ....:_5.1....._..1._ 4. 2
Total Sheep over 1 yr. oil .....12. 9, ,..../.?. i_ : 72,t8 ..L..2.1! 2 :_r_70../....

Ram Lambs
Other Male Lambs

ft Female "
Total under 1 yr. old.

• • • • •
• • •

: 0.4 : 0.4 0.4 : 0.4 : 0.5

:9.3 : 9.7 : 8.9 9.1 : 10.8

: 2-8. : 27.9 • 2 : 22. : 29. 3 _

Total Aq.a. sh.c02_ : woo° ioipso loo.o loos() : ioo.o
ormimmor............as....gar Alm..

•
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Table

Di st-rl.bution of the Sheu Poipulation - by C auntie

-Pntacdistiibutionof.T Of:a 1 giTC.920
Ma

pocombor
'maw

1. Counties having over :
60/0 of Ewes in tSubsislyt:
Flocks at December :
194.6: -

/di.

C

sat

• 

•
• 

•
•

•
. •

/o.

: .. . : :
Brecon : 13,5 : 13.6 : 13.7 : 12.9 : 13,3
Caernarvon : 8.4. * 8. : . 8.5 :. 9.5 : 9.3
Cardigan . 8.1 7,7 : . 7.7 : 7.2 : 7.1
Glamorgan :• 7.5 : 7.5 : . 7.2 •:.7.8 : 7.6
Mcrione tb. . 1.3.2.: 12.6 : s 13.2 : , 1 a 3. . .: 1 2.24-

Mo nt gomo ry : 13.8. : .14. 2 . : 14.1- : 13. 8 : 13.8

Radnor : 9.2 : 9.3* : . 9.3 • : 9.3 : 9.5

.2. Counties having loss . . :
than 60% of Evo s in : i. 
t Subsidy ' Flocks at : : :
Dc comber 1924.6: :

vim

Angle soy
Carmarthen
Donbjzh
Flint
Monmouth'
Pembroke
Total Wales and.

- Monmouth : '103 0 100. 0 : 100. 0 100. 0 : 100.0

: 1.6 : 1,7 . 1.7 : 2.2 : 2.2

: 5.5 : 5.4. : , 5.2 : 5.4, 5.2'
9.8 : 9.7 . 10.1 :* 10.0 : 10.2 .

: 1.4. . 1.5 : . 1.3 : .1.6 : 1.5
. 5.7 • 6.1 : 5,8 : - .- 5,8 : 5.8•

2.., 1 2. 2 - : 2. 2 : .,...........,......, ...... .. . • • . .. . • • .
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APPENDIX B HTTZT, Mal" INVESTIGATION.

Table 1.

Costs and. Returns rer 100 Ewts for Breedia•

: 1,913-8

Number of Farms

Average Size of Ewe Flock :
per loarin :

Ex-loch se S.

Purchases of Sheep
. Foods: Hay, Sheep Nuts eta:

Grazing
, Rape, Turnips etc.

Agistment Costs
Labour on Sheep

' Transport
Other Expenses

Total Ex ensos

15. 9. 8
7.12. 9
9. 511

: . 2. 5. 2
15.13.10

: 32. 24-, 5
0.18: 86.67

s. d s.

21.16. 3

27.14.. 0
2.13. 0

25. 3. 1
42.1. 171.. 16

17. 1,8

Income,
Sales of Sheep
Value of Wool
Hill Sheep Subsidy

Taptaa. Income

2.9;i2,_ 0 Lill,
45. 1. : 161. 9. 0

• 9.16, L1. : 40. 1 2. 11
iv...I0..:15. 14.

Exoes Income over' Expenmas
11 :Expenses over Income : 2. 1.

: 173. 6. 1
aormerwiitoraiedil.11

eni.'ng Valuation of Sheep: 301, 7.11 328.. 4410

Valuation Differ.Decroase 120.1/4 5 :
tt . Increase :

Net Result: Profit
Loss

: 227. 4. 24.
: 122. 1 6. 2 :

•
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Table. 2.

Coapi.m3s:. ative Rdsults f or 39 identica,].. Flocks_.

11110.114.4.11111.0111,1101...,

Average Size of Ewe Flock :
OperliIal@,:be

Purchase s of Sheep •
Iboas :
Hay, Sheep Nuts, etc.
Grazing
Rape Turnips, etc.
Agistment

Labour on Sheep
Transport
Other Expenses

Income,
Sales of Sheyp
Value of Wool
Hill Sheep Subsidy

s. d. :

/42. 6. 6:

24.17, 4 :
41723. 5.11
• 777.11. 1 :
4,390,16. 9:
7:191. 2.8
373. 9.11 :

: 655 19, 4:

s. a :

3,880.11. 6 :

1: 914. 16. 9 :
4,836. 8. 0 :

566. 4.* 5 :
3,932.16. 6 :
8,076.10. 2

233. 9. 6 :

t kaeen se s : 18 8j9. 9. 6 : 25 027.• 5 8 •

: 19, 2/4. 13. 3 : 11, 292. 16. : 21,238. 4. 1
• : 5,310. 6. 8 : 2,460. 5. 6 : 6,146.10. 7

9,2043. 0 Lic.,) .750. 4. 0 : 113_204.

R., s

2,289.11. 0

247,16. 5
4, 728. 19. 4

561.12. 1
2,927. 8. 2
73301 4. 0

241.18. 6

•20 978.10t1

To tal Income ...;_35.25.51....15. 11 2144_25.911L.5.. 10 11.5.2119. 7. 2

•
Excess Income over Ex-pen. : 14,758.10. .5 :
" E.asiise s over Income : : 10 : -

'1141,0.0.

Opening Vain. of Sheep : 72,369. 8. 0 :
Closing " "

Valuation Increase
11 Decrease

: 3,175.18. 0 :
....19.2.25,LE. 16.

Net Result: Profit

Loss

: 17,934. 8. 5:

: 24, 940. 16. 7

75,545. 6. 0 : 45, 286. 10. 0

9,423. 16.10
11.0

: 34:364.13.5

: 30, 782. 15010 : 01111

:
eivaidiasalmalwiemr.emsoihmilaalil
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Tab31.2_2(21,

7 •
turns TDer 100 a-tues in Size GrouRs41.• At^ •••••••11..44.1.11.

Year 1914.6-7.

.••••••••,04..••••••.••••••••••40,,•.,..01••••••••••.....!,...1.11.1.••.41.-1••••,,•,....40•011M•••••••AL..••••.•••-2.ra,Ora ...,•,,,••••••••••,-•••,MOMR-,,e-IP,A••••••...7/,•••••••••••

Number of Flocks •_.....411•••••011-.•••••• r•10...•••••••••••
Ex.anscis. •

Purchases of -Sheep
Foods:

Sheep Nuts, etc.
Grazing -
Rape: Turnips, etc.
Agistment

Labour on Sheep
Transport
Other Expenses

Total E.229nscs
Income, •

Sales of Sheep
Value of Wool
Hill Sheep Subsidy

Total Income

Size Groups..•■•••••1••••■• Pa$1.••••••,01•.••,....0,
1; 2. 3,

; 400 Ewes : 401 550 551 - 850 : Over 850
: or le ss. • - : Biwa : Ewes. Ewes.

ARGOS

. • •
1 0• • 14. ••••••t aft, -V* Ir•Se•••••116.,•••••.,......••••••••••••••••••••ra 1•••,41•,•••e•P,,..r• •••,..........••••••.4.•••••••.•,........••••••••••••••••••IP.AM.,./..-.••••=t•••••1

- s. d : £s, d: s. d : As. d.
8. 4. 3 17. 8.11 : 21.10. 7 : .15,1.1, 1

10. 19. : 8. 9. 0 :
28. 8. 4. : :
2, 1. 2 : 7. 6. 1 :

17. 0. 3 : 16.17. 3 :
46. 9. 3 : 39. 1. :
1. 0.10 : 1. 0. 8 :

: 6. 5. 9 : 9. 1. :

6.16. 2 :
20. 14.. 4.:

19.19.11 :
27.19. 8 :
. 2.11 :

3. 1 :
•

: 120. 9. 3 112.2.tit.

6. 9. 4-
14. 9. 7
0.13. 4.

13.17. 6
25,18. 7
0.16. 2
5.12.11

: 50.11. 6 : 51,16, 21. : 33,12, 2 : 24.2.19. 4.
: 11,14., 24. : 12. 17. 11 : 815. 3 : 8. 3.,3

1 :4.1k 16. 5: 24.2. 7. kit. 9...

: 105. 2.11 : 106.10. 8 : 824..15. 24. : 9V....-.....1111•../•1••••••••111••••• :••••••••[••••••■...,1111,10..0- - .41,,•1••••••....,..•/..,..... 76,-0 • •••••,....•,,,-.••••••••••••••••,-.1• • Or.

•

Excess Income- over Exp. . • • • : 11. 3. 3
11,..ense_s over income : 15. 6. /4. : 16. 17. I.- 24.•••••••••-••••••Wita••.a..4*.V&W•t•WI,.... •••••.....4••••.•••••-•.,./. 1.•••••,••,, -.84••••••

: : : ••
Opening Vain. of Sheep : 324.2.13. 8 : 315. 3. 7 : 266. 9. 4. : 291. 8. 0
Closing " s H

,
Valuation Increase
Valuation Decrease

Net Result: Profit

" . : 191. 11., : 2.28. 4.. 3 : 162.16.10•014.411.••••Nr ..••••,-....••••••.••••• •••••••1••MM •••./•

10.., • • • -•,-St - •$/•.: .11P, 'AR . MP. .0 ••*•11., • AV -••-,•/-••• ••••••111t

7

Loss : 66. 54.

Average Numbe2. aC Ewes

• • 27 LI. 98 : 6 90 : 2 95
•.ffic ,rese AMIN

•

•

101,19. 5 : 117. 7.11
).•,--,.1.1G,....,11.111.011.•,,Ir•619,401.0•40.-.0....51,....-.1••
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Table '

Costs and Returns er 100 Ewes in Size Groups,
Year 19474.8*

Number of Flocks

:SizeGr

to /4.00
Ewes. :

;401.111.mala,

4.01 - 550 : 551 - 850 Over 850
Ewes. : Ewes, EWC S.

•
• •

26

.E.gmenses.
Purchases of Sheep
Foods:
Hay: Sheep Nuts: etc.
Grazing
Pape, Turnips etc.
kristment

Labour on Sheep
Transport
Other Expenses

s. d.
14. 5* 2 :

1. 501 :
35. 9. 6:
3. 3. 6:
15.19. 7 :
54..17. 6:
1. 3. :

: 17615. :

14 .1 .10__Total Expanses

Income.
Sales of aheep
Value of Wool
Hill Sheep Subsidy

6

s. d : £,s. d: £,s.d
23. 7. 4. : 19.16. 9 : 29. 6, 6

0„ 6. 3: 2, 86 3: 0.16. 3
23. 17. 4. : 25.13. 7 : 0
44ii. 3 1.11. 7 : 1.16. 5

34.. 3. 9 : 15. 15. : 35,6.4.
37. 5. 0 : 37. 7. : 36. 19. 7
2. 0, 4..: 2* O. 7 : 2. 6, 2
18. 2. 14. • :51._ _18.

114-91.:1 o

: 156. .175.18.11 : 128. 7. 2 : 182.16. 4.
• 40. 4. 5 : 4.3.16. 4. : 3806.10 : 404 9. 9

: 150.11. 0_2_252 10. 6

_ Total Inconi_Lia.2,_LilL_Li.121,L1S21_10 :2111M:
•

•
Excess Income over Expenses: 1780901 : 179,17. 3 : 179. 6. 0 :

(.T.29z9. Income:
159. 5, 7

Opening Valuation of Sheep : 288.14* 9 : 350. h.. 1 : 307. 11. I:
Closing " ft II

Valuation Increase
Valuation Decrease

367, 1. 8

: 51. 0,10 : 68.17. 4.: i)  .13. 8 : 54. 9.10
INA

Net Result: Profit
Loss

: 230. 0, 9 248144 7 : 223.19. 8 : 213.15. 5

Average Number of Ewes per:
Flock •

•

22 • 24.56 6/4.8 1096
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APPENDIX C LOWIA.T.TD (GRASS FED SHEEP INVESTIGATION.

Table 1.

••••••••••• 

Costs and ReturnLE2E 100 Ewes for Lambing.

194.6-7. 1947-8.
• •

. Expenses. . : L. s. d , L. s. d.
41 :

. Purchases of Sheep : 166. 4..10 : 255. 5. 8
. Foods:

Hand-fea : 28. 5. 1 : 8.14. 9„- Grazing .. : 113,;12. 9 : 111 . • 0. 11 .. Folded Crolis. : 19.19. 8 : 19, 8. 7: -Labour: on Sheep i .1- 74. 5. 0 : 85. 5. .8 -.., Vet. and Medicines. : 3. 5. 4- : 3.10.10 •
. Traxispdrt '• . : • 6.13. 6 : 3. 21-. 7Other Sundry Expenses ,: ‘• 2..;10. 0 • 3. 7.10

. .. • • • •

••••

.• • •Total Expenses , . • 2 "489; 18. 10

Income.

•
.Salep, of Sheep 597.13. 8 : 635. 0. 3▪ Value of Viodl :37,17. 7 : 33.10. 4-

:
Total Income : 635,11, 3  668.10. 7

Excess  Income over E2enses' : 220.15. 1 : 178.11. - 9

Opening ..Valuation of Sheep : 4.22.10. 3 : 4.14..14-. 4.

•Closing •" If 390.18.10  491, 4.. 4. 

Valuationincrease

'•Valuation Decrease • ;31.11.5

76.10.0.,

•
•

Net Result:" *Profit

.Loss

•

•
: 189. 3. 8 : 255. 1.
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Table 2.

Costs and Returns fo:c Lion tical Grouz2/22 .
Farms. Totals for All Flocks.Illaaame.ar -ars

Total Number of Evn s for
Lambing. •

J

Pfirbhases Of • Sheep
Foods .
Ha nd.-2 ed.
Gr a24: int;
Folded . Cr o-pe?

Labour op. Shp p
Vet. and. s
Otb.cr,r ap.ndry Epcnscs
(Ipcluaing.Trapspot)

.A.••••

: • i

. Total Ex:pen ses
•, .1010,1000,10.001S0.110.0:11110

Inc °me.• • . ssa .as,..1

Said s of Oaccp
Value of Wool

•

•

160.12. 8 : 365.. 6. 1 :. • 116. 1.10
1 '595. 3. 9 : 1 , 62Q.11 . 3,.: 1tj37.15. 2:

: 1.1272

R. • ..s. d : s. a : s. d

376. 11 : 2,623. 2. 8 : 3,933. ih„.

236.14. 1 : 177.18. 2 : 265. 5. 0
883. • 4.. 0 : 910, 6. 1,002.16. 4..
68. 0. 6 91. 18. : 55. 7. 9

. •

: . 

•

• • • .•

: 5 141 14. 9 : 5,890.10.0 • 6 8 98 I 6.
. • • • ... 0

. • -

• .

•

7,295,18. 6 - 7,934..19. 6 8,474.11. 0
461. 5. : 446. 8. 5 : 4.02. 8. 4.

• 7, 757. 4. 5 • 8,381 . 7. • • 8,8.76. 9. 4.Total Income.
11.0.0.0.0100000.0.0.11.1100.0.1.0.10.0•10. 0010.41100.1111 1.11 0mr-00000.0.111•00 0000L0/1100,000...0,010, SA' •••••,0,10Pa.000. 0000.• gr.. . . .. 

.

. , • . .. . . . ,. .
Excess Inborn.° over Erk-ijense S . • '2; 615'. 9. 8 : 2,490.17. il : 1,978. 2. 10-............_..............i.,................,...,_...._...___._.........._..............._.._.4,......_......._..................,.........._.•........,...........a.: .......,..,-.......400......a.,..• 0,1.- .... • ••••• -0.00 •••••••.......... 100 .0•00.0. . 0., • •••••••00,100. ....0.0.....

Opening Valuation of Shp

Closing Valuation of Shc9p

Valuation re ace
Valuation De ore asc

. .
Nat Result . • Ptof it

. Loss •

: 4.: 4.75. 17. 6; 5: 211. 18. 7 : 4.,949.12. 0

736.: 1. 1

al •

: 1,177.16. 0
262. 6. 7 .

1100000.0.0M....00.000.00,0i0r...000./.../././.•••00/0000100000-..P1000.0.0.0 •

: 3,351.10. 9: 2,228.11. •3,155.18.10
:

•
•

 "•••11110,01111•010100.1110./....011.11000.0.0111.0.10.6000•0110•00.10N/40.11/10000/
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s turruLp.92,;' 110.,mb_ Pr_odues
.0.411.01.6.0.1.1ftpuftaxporMrsa........0.-41. eft

Number of Flocks •
rib.mr,

Costs:

11..111.

1945-6. • 124..6-7. 3.tg•-8.
•
• •

: £s, d: d

Purchases of Lambs : 0.10. 1 : 0.12. 8 : 1. 0. 3Grazing : 0,15. 2 : 0.15. 2 : 0.16. 3Foods inc. Folded. Crops) : 0. 4. 2 : 0. 6. 3 : O. 4. 1Labour : O. 9. 5 : 0. 10. 5 : 0.12. 6Vet. and. licd.icines : 0. 0.10 : 0. 0. 9 : 0« O. 6Miscellaneous : 0. O. 3 : 0. 0.10 . 0. 1. 0Net Depreciation of
Brooding Flocks

Total Gross Costs

Deduct:
Value 'of Wool
Net Appreciation of
Brooding Kook

Total Credits

Total Not Cost
menreiraprar aPmat

2. 1 .11 13 8 : ih.f. 7

: O. 4. 10 : 0. 5. 0 : 0.4.11

0. 0. h.

4.100.  0. 5. 3

1. 17. 1 9.

• Average output deadweight : .. . .
per lamb :...A2;1 ., lb. : k#11.1D! : jppi lb.

Ou........p.m-LValue or Lamb : 43. 8. Li....0.13. 8 j ek. 6. 7 
Total No. of lambs produced. : ._ 2221 _ :._____g2_0_0 : _ 2 193_
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Table 4.

Averarre Costs and Returns_22ILLamb Produced.
.20 Iacntical Farms.

Costs:-
• • ,

Purchases of Lambs
Grazing
Foods .(inc. Folded Crops
Labour'
Vet. and Medicines
Ni so el la ne ous
Net Depreciation on

1s124-5-6.. 19 6

: a. a

: 0.10. 3

gft: 1.
: 0. 9. 2

g. (0: 8)3

R.,. • s. d• : s. a. • ,

0.14.10 : 1. 2. 0
0.16. 5 : 0.16. I
0. 5. 5 : 0., 4. 3
0, 9. 3 : 0.11. 3
0. 0.11 : 0. . 8.
0. 0.10 : 0. 1. 0

• Brooding Flocks : • - 0. €,.....1 :________ 

•. 

....____.• :. ,
. :Total Gross Costs 1 1.18. tO : 2.14. 5 : 2.15.3

Value of Wbol
ljet Appreciation of
Breeding Flocks

Total Credits

Total Not. Cost

Average Output deadweight
Inmb

: 0. .11.; 9 : O. : 0, . 6

0. 1. 1

: 0. 5.10 0. 4.. . ;00

3. 0 : 2. 9. i i • 2. 9. 5

.21AElb Icmb

purchased per : 4

:

lambs

No. of lambs

Total No. of

16 : 28

•
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Rclativu Chan....assujaLion and Production
10.1.111..101.4.,

,of Mutt on 'and. Lamb, 1 • = 1 00.• :

Aust.ra Li a.

130 ...

20 -

I I 0 -

100  

90

80 •

70

6o

Unitca. Kingdom.

 - Consumption - - -Production

1,

r/

• ••

• •

/ •

••• •

• 5. 1
• /

1937 1939 1941 19443 1945 194-7 1931 1939 190 1943 1945 194.7
•..

Notc ; No consumption data available for- .Au&ialia for 94.0-1 94.2
inclusive.

•

• •

•

• • •

„ • •

•




